Organ Cave, WV
ORGAN CAVE

"THE GREAT NATURAL WONDER OF THE VIRGINIAS"

GENERAL LEE'S UNDERGROUND AMMUNITION HDQS.

About 3/4-mile from the Entrance of the Cave is located the Wonderful Organ, from which the Cave takes its name. The Organ is formed of White Stalactites and is an exact reproduction of a large Pipe Organ—by striking on the different pipes, notes and tones of remarkable strength and purity can be produced.

Many other formations are to be seen, resembling different objects. Good walk-ways lead to all interesting points in the interior.

Substantial and Permanent Walks and Steps give Explorers easy access and afford every comfort

In another part of the Cave the Saltpetre Works of the Southern Confederacy were located, and the wooden hoppers and troughs remain there—now, just as the Confederate Soldiers left them during the Civil War.

These points are reached easily after passing through many long, Subterranean Avenues, and Vast Underground Auditoriums,—along the Shores of Miniature Lakes and within earshot of Underground Niagaras.

The Cave is lighted by electricity.

CELEBRATED CAVERNS 3 MILES SOUTH OF RONEVERTE

ON THE SENECA TRAIL--U.S. ROUTE 219--5 MILES FROM U.S. 60--GREENBRIER COUNTY, W. VA.

—The drive from White Sulphur Springs is the most picturesque and beautiful in the Blue Hills—a trail of Nature!

ELEVEN MILES SOUTHWEST OF THE FAMOUS WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS

COMPETENT GUIDES ARE AT ALL TIMES AT YOUR SERVICE

—An ideal place for group picnics and outings at the entrance to this Great Natural Wonder of the two Virginias! AUTOS MAY BE DRIVEN DIRECT TO THE ENTRANCE OF CAVE, NEAR APPROACH THRU GATE ON MAIN ROAD
Figure 1. Index map of the study area, Greenbrier County, W. Va.
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